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                     From your Editor,  

Wow. Summer is here, and I have 

no idea where the time has gone. 

With a job change, I’ve been able to 

enjoy some events like the rest of the 

grownups in the club, if not always 

with my car. 

Cars and Coffee in Leander is a 

great affair. I think the best part of 

it is that I’ve gotten to meet some 

great people, and to know others in 

the club even better.  The cars are 

quite varied and impressive, also. 

With my weekends free I’ve joined 

forces with our esteemed President 

Robert MacKenzie on the SCCA 

Autocross circuit. I am proud to say 

things are going well. So well, in 

fact, that we are planning to go to 

Nationals in Lincoln, NE in Septem-

ber. 

Also, with time fast running out, we 

have to keep an eye on the progress 

of TXABCD. I look forward to par-

ticipating and helping out. Will 

Rocketdog win another award? I 

have no idea. Will Rocketdog be 

running? Well….. 

Finally, I have to address some rules 

for submissions. First, I want to say 

I appreciate everything sent to me. I 

do read all of it. However, if you 

send me a newsletter with an article 

you’ve written in it, I can’t touch it. 

Legally and ethically I can’t break it 

out of another publication. You, as 

the author can retype it and send it 

to me, and that is fine.  

I’m trying to get a job in the auto-

motive publishing sector, and not 

following the above rules can pre-

vent that from happening. I appre-

ciate your cooperation and under-

standing. 

             Mike, Ellie, and 

Rocketdog 

I need to give a hearty thank you to 

the McPhails, who are  driving 

forces to the club. Also they are ap-

parently on a quest to set an unbeat-

able record for number of and con-

secutive submissions. Check out the 

Blanco writeup amongst others.  

                            The Ragtop   
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                            April - 2011 

Robert MacKenzie, President 

Guest columnist Mike Jankowski 

I’ve noticed a trend lately in the vintage car circles. The 

barn find. We all have dreamt of the find of a lifetime, a 

favorite car stored away decades ago, untouched,     

buried, forgotten and dusty. Of course the dream ends with us buying said car for a pit-

tance, and blissfully driving it happily ever after. 

Of course, everyone dreamt about restoring it to like new, or in many cases, better than 

new. If you’ve ever seen an unrestored Ferrari 250 series next to a restored one you’ll un-

derstand. Paint is better than when it left the factory, body gaps are perfect, which no pre 

1975 Ferrari I’ve been around ever had. All the imperfections and character were restored 

right out of the cars. Same thing for Cor-

vettes, there were a few years where the 

hood latch wasn’t lined properly in the 

tooling, so a worker had the job of ham-

mering the latch into tolerance! 

Now the trend is going the other way. 

Find a car, do minimal cosmetic work, 

wash the car, and drive it. Replace only 

what needs to be done to make the car 

safe and reliable. Now we see Jaguar D 

types with crazed paint, scuffs, and 

dings. Same with Bugattis and of course 

Triumphs and MGs.  

I’m torn on this swing. Now I fear some perfectly good cars are being “distressed” to look 

like barn finds. Both of my cars are true barn finds. One sat in a garage for 15 years 

(Rocketdog), the other under a carport for 16 years. I’m going to keep them mechanically 

sound, but they will be restored to become nice, usable cars. 

The beauty of our cars, especially the Spitfires, is that they are cheap enough for us to do 

what we want with them. I’ve never been an advocate of over restoration. My opinion is 

        The Inside Line 

   Photo by Susan Beth 
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that a car is a machine to be used, enjoyed, and 

maintained. That’s what I do. I leave dings in body-

work when I repaint a car.  

Like their owners, our cars have personalities and 

flaws. We should celebrate the diversity, and not try 

to sterilize our cars and make 

them something they never were. 

Some will agree, others won’t. 

That’s fine. That’s what makes 

this hobby so great, and all of us 

who are part of it so fun to social-

ize with. 

Mike 

 

 

 

 

 

Onward and Upward! 

Robert D MacKenzie 
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Uncle Bob Retires! Bob 
Skewis has been in this 
post for as long as I can 
recall. A heartfelt thank 
you as we share Bob’s 
last minutes... 
 Meeting once again at the famous 
Rudy’s on 620 we talked and enjoyed a lively 
pre-meeting until 7:45 before starting the of-
ficial meeting.  Robert started off with a trivia 
contest that was won by yours truly . . . and 
promptly gave the fancy pen prize to a young 
lady that was attending with her grandpa.  
Always working on getting the younger generation interested in the car hobby!  Robert reported on 
the Cars and Coffee drive-in and it was so successful that there is a movement to make it a regular 
event on the first Sunday of every month.  The plan is to meet at the MacKenzie house and cruise in 
as a group from there.  Although the HCTC was the last group there, it made for a grand entrance! 

 The McPhails are again volunteering to lead a meandering path through the Hill Country to 
member Alan Palmer’s house outside of Fredericksburg.  At last count, twenty people had signed up 
to brave the heat for the promise of a free BBQ lunch and a dip in the pool.  Thanks to both of these 
families for volunteering for this event! 

 Robert and Mike Jankowski reported that they were going to run a two day weekend at the 
SCCA Divisional Autocross at the Retama Race Park in Selma.  We look forward to a report on this 
and anyone wanting to participate should contact either of them.  The annual Father’s Day Car Show 
was announced – a free event at 51st and Lamar that is regularly attended by 400 cars of all kinds. 

 Winston DeFord showed up at the meeting wearing a Lotus ballcap . . . turns out, he just got 
back from a buddies trip to Montreal to see the latest Formula 1 race.  They stayed in college dorms 
and rode the subway to the track and although race day was a little wet, they all had a great time. 

 Finally, June is always elections time . . . another year has gone by.  All officers were agreeable 
to another term except one.  Bob Skewis asked to be relieved of duties and Betina Foreman volun-
teered to take over.  I want to thank Robert for taking on another year as President. 

 Thanks to Dan Julien, Steve Johnson, Roger Bolick, Vince Maggio, Bill Waller Mike 
Jankowski, Joel McKenzie, Philip McKenzie, Winston DeFord, JoAnn Warren and Bob Skewis for 
driving their Triumphs and flying the flag.  I’ll see you on the road! 

   Ragtop 

Bob’s Your Uncle  

Bob Skewis 
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    Pay Your Dues!!!!!!! 

Please check the latest spreadsheet sent 

out by Nel. It says the month and year 

your dues are due.  

                     Hint:  

If the year listed next to your name isn’t 

2011, you owe right now. Any quite delin-

quent members who  haven’t paid will be 

dropped from the roster.  

Cost is $15 per year per family. If you 

don’t wish to renew, please notify Nel.  

Mail your check made out to HCTC to  

Nel McPhail 

1105 N Canyonwood Dr 

Dripping springs, Tx 78620 

512-656-1456 

nmcphail@austinrr.com  

 

      Photo Contest!!!!!! 

Categories: 

Black and White 

Animals and our cars 

Action Shot 

Night and Light 

Submission Deadline: 

EXTENDED!!!!!!!!!! 

25 July 2011 

Next month: 
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The Hill Country Triumph Club, the 50th Chapter of the Vintage 

Triumph Register (VTR), was founded in 1990 to bring together the 

owners of Triumph automobiles in the Central Texas area surrounding 

Austin. In 1991, the membership decided to include other British car fans 

as associates due to lack of other clubs in our area that represent some of 

the other marques. As owners and lovers of our unique types of cars, we 

have a special kinship, which draws us together. Membership is open to 

anyone who is a British car enthusiast, with or without a car. 

Annual dues are just $15.00 per family group or address per year. We have 

dinner meetings on the 2nd Tuesday of each month and at least one other 

event each month. We encourage you to join and support us, even if you 

don’t drive your car regularly. We also offer technical assistance if needed. 

One goal of the club is to help its members keep their cars on the road. 

Please call one of the club officers listed in the newsletter for more 

information about club benefits and spread the word about our club to 

others. 

The Hill Country Club is a local chapter of the Vintage Triumph Register 

(VTR)/Triumph Sports Owners Association, which is open to all drivers of 

Triumph motorcars; a chapter of the Triumph Register of America, 

exclusively for TR2 through TR4A sports cars; and a chapter of the 6- 

PACK, dedicated to the enjoyment, preservation, and restoration of the 

Triumph TR250 and TR6 sports cars. Membership in these national 

organizations is encouraged. Visit their websites at www.vtr.org, 

www.triumphregister.com, and www.6-pack.org. 

The RAGTOP is published monthly by the Hill Country Triumph Club. 

Material within may be freely reproduced providing Ragtop and the 

authors are credited. Any and all newsletter contributions are welcome. 

Deadline for submissions is the end of each month. Submissions may be 

emailed t0 mikeragtopeditor@gmail.com Car related classified ads are free to 

members and will run for three months unless otherwise instructed. 

Contact editor for other ads. 

President 

Robert MacKenzie 

president@hillcountrytriumphclub.org 

Vice-President 

Bob Baker 

448.0093 

rabaker1946@att.net 

Webmaster 

Jim Icenhower 

webmaster@hillcountrytriumphclub.org 

Treasurer 

Earl McGlothlin 

292.3387 

conniemcg@austin.rr.com 

Secretary 

Bob Skewis 

892.4068 

skewistx@att.net 

Membership 

Nel Mcphail 

656.1456 

membership@hillcountrytriumphclub.org 

Ragtop Editor 

Mike  Jankowski 

923.7988 

mikeragtopeditor@gmail.com 

 

          HCTC Officers 

Ragtop 
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Membership                           Application     

 

Name:_________________________________________ 

Address:_______________________________________ 

City/State:_____________________ Zip:______________ 

Home Phone:_____________________________________ 

Work Phone:_____________________________________ 

Email address:____________________________________ 

Car Make:____________ Model:___________ Year:_______ 

Color:___________ 

Car Make:____________ Model:___________ Year:_______ 

Color:___________ 

How on earth did you hear  about the Hill Country Triumph Club?

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

Please mail your application and check payable to HCTC to this address: 

Nel McPhail, 1105 North Canyonwood Dr 

Dripping Springs, TX  78260 

Ragtop 
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VENDOR OF THE MONTH           

   by  

               “KUMHO” 

      AT DISCOUNT TIRE          

       Mike McPhail 

What can we go shopping for this month? 

How about tires? Yeah, that is one thing 

every man loves to shop for! Unfortunately, 

finding tires for vintage English cars is get-

ting to be a problem. Most of the sizes are 

not readily available; for instance, TR6s and 

XKEs came with really cool 185/80-15 

Michelin Redline tires. Those were the cat’s 

meow back in the day, and every once in a 

while somebody pulls up with a set still on 

their classic. Hmmm, very dangerous! I have 

been witness to exploding antique tires on 

several occasions. Yeah, I am talking about 

you, Art Graves and Terry Swonke! The conven-

tional wisdom is that tires should be retired after 

seven years, no matter how good they look. Tires 

made in this century have a four digit number 

stamped into the sidewall after “DOT” showing 

when they were manufactured. The first two digits 

are the week and the last two are the year. Tires 

from the twentieth century use a three digit scheme 

with the third number being the last number of the 

year. The decade is anybody’s guess! 

    A nice replacement size for the venerable Red-

lines is 205/70-15, which is still made by most big 

name manufacturers. I have bought several sets of 

Kumho tires in that size for various TR250/6s with 

stock 5 ½ inch wide rims. The Kumho Solus sells 

for less money than the top of the line items and 

have been more than satisfactory.  
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    A word about tire sizes: confusing! 205 is the width 

of the tread in millimeters, 70 is the ratio of the width to 

the height, i.e., the height is 70 percent of 205mm, 

or143.5mm. These are called metric sizes, but the wheel 

diameter is still shown in inches…go figure! In order to 

get a wider tire that is the same circumference as the 

original equipment, you must choose a lower ratio as the 

tire gets wider. Go online for tire comparison calcula-

tors, such as: http://www.miata.net/garage/

tirecalcold.html. This site also shows the speedometer 

error incurred by swapping tire sizes, which should be 

considered.  

    Another major consideration is how wide of a tire will 

safely fit on your rims. Some 50’s cars had only 4 inch 

wide rims that were meant for really skinny tires. For 

instance, a TR2 or Healey Hundred with forty-eight 

spoke wire wheels came with 5.90-15 bias ply tires that 

work out to just 155/80-15 in a radial. Rumor has it that 

the wheels and tires were chosen because that is what 

came on VW Beetles and they were cheap! The problem 

now is “how wide a tire can you fit on these puny   

rims? “. 

    165/80-15 tires are still being made for your TR3 or 

Big Healey, but only by a few manufacturers (try 

http://www.miata.net/garage/tirecalcold.html
http://www.miata.net/garage/tirecalcold.html
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Kumho or Nexen) and may soon disappear. 

Sixty spoke wire wheels are typically 4 ½ inches 

wide and will take up to 175mm wide tire, but 

oops, they are not available except from spe-

cialty tire companies, and are probably made in 

Haiti. 185/70-15 is a perfect size for the five inch 

rim, as found on 72 spoke after market chrome 

wire wheels for the afore mentioned cars. Once 

again, they are expensive, hard to find, and only 

from obscure sources. 195/65-15 tires are readily 

available for those with at least a five inch rim, 

and is what I am currently running on my TR3 

and Big Healey. My new Michelins beat the hell 

out of the mediocre, but over priced Vredesteins 

that they replaced. 

    My Bugeye had those damned four inch rims, 

too, and once sported 145/80-13 Michelin XZX 

tires. Once again, these were the hot setup in the 

old days, but just don’t cut it any more. You can 

still fit 165/80-13 tires from Discount Tire on a 

stock Sprite wheel for way cheap (under $40!), 

Ragtop 

but the real solution, is to get a set of 5 1/2 inch wide 

Mini-Lites and run 175/70-13 (like on a Spitfire!). 

These fat little babies improve the ride tremendously! 

    This new wheel approach works on most classic 

cars and allows the owner to 

get some modern tires for the 

old beast. I like those English 

Mini-Lite replica wheels 

from Moss and VB because 

they always fit and come with 

lug nuts that work nicely with 

your original (somewhat 

short) wheel studs. There is a 

version that fits wire wheel 

hubs, too.  

    New wheels do wonders 

for an old car’s ride, since 

many original wheels have 

been bent (whiskey dented?). 

Jack up your pride and joy 

and spin the tires…you may 

be shocked at how they wob-

ble!  

        Another approach is “super-sizing” the wheel. 

You can generally add an inch to the diameter of the 

wheel, which opens up a whole new world in tire 

sizes, while still maintaining your original circumfer-

ence. As you know, low profile tires are all the rage, 

which is why our old sizes are disappearing. A TR6 

with sixteen inch mag wheels only needs a 205/65-16 

tire to approximate the original circumference of a 

185/80-15 tire. Discount Tire sells those good looking 

Konig Rewind mags for your TR6 real cheap. Try 

15x7 Rewinds (zero offset) with 215/65-15 Kumhos! 

    A word of caution: the narrowest after market 

wheels are notoriously wide and rubbing is not un-

common when fitting wide wheels and tires. Also, 

your buddies may be reluctant to fess-up about the 

problems they are having with their big fat $1000 

mags and tires! 
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2011 BLANCO CLASSIC CAR 

SHOW 
by Nel McPhail 

 

We had a nice turnout May 21 for the twenty-

third annual Blanco Classic Car Show. A stun-

ning caravan of seven gorgeous British automo-

biles departed from Dripping Springs promptly 

at 8:30am. The sky turned a magnificent blue 

after a foggy start to what turned out to be a fine 

spring day. There to savor the scenic drive were: 

 

Winston and Jo (red Spitfire) 

Roger (red TR6) 

Dean (red TR4a) 

Vince and Barbara (red TR3a)  

Betina and her nephew Mike (yellow TR6) 

Mike and Nel (white Austin-Healey) 

Benson (McPhail’s buddy; black MGB) 

 

Our pleasantly serpentine route took us down Jacob’s 

Well and Fischer Store Roads, where the Healey was 

able to test its new poly bushings, brake calipers and 

Michelins on the numerous twisties. Vince, on the other 

hand, was just looking to keep his ice chest from being 

hurled from the luggage rack. All arrived safely at the Blanco State Park, where we joined Ralph and Jeffie 

(black TR3), Richard (red GT6), and Alan (red Stag). 

 

A shady parking spot was secured along the tree lined river bank, and our mostly Triumph collection was soon 

joined by a trio of Sunbeam Tigers. The usual contingent of San Antonio Triumphs and MGs were nowhere to 

be found, so it was up to HCTC to keep the faith.  

 

Eventually Betina’s husband Dave pulled in with a newly acquired red TR4 project on a trailer.  Quite a day 

for red cars! Bill and Annette (yellow Spitfire) appeared in time to join us for lunch at the Blanco Bowling Al-

ley Café. (Roger scouted this out this wildly popular eatery, and it is highly recommended!) 

 

Back at the park was an amazing variety of interesting automobiles. Hot rods, low riders, old pickup trucks, 

Mustangs, Corvettes, Camaros, GTOs, Ford GT and much more lined both sides of the park road. There are no 

classes at this show and the winners are selected by popular vote from the entire field. Awards were given to 

the twenty-five most popular cars, and astonishingly, not one British car was honored. Oh well, better luck 

next year! 
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We went to Fredericksburg for the June 

event.  Joining the McPhails at their house 

on Saturday the 18th were Harry Taggart, 

Bill and Annette Waller, Bob and Marilyn 

Skewis, Vincent and Barbara Magio, Roger 

Bolick and Tina Logan, Jaime and Doris 

Molina, Winston DeFord and Jo Warren, 

and Steve Johnson.  Mike took us on a very 

scenic drive, meeting up along the way 

with Ralph and Jeffie Herter in Johnson 

City.  The Palmers were waiting for us 

when we drove up to their beautiful estate 

just outside of Fredericksburg.  We en-

joyed a catered Bar-B-Que and then swam 

in the pool.  It was over 100 that day so we 

needed to cool down.  Thanks so much to 

Alan, Maria, and Brittney Palmer for host-

ing us.  A good time was had by all!  

 

I believe Steve Johnson deserves credit for 

this synopsis.  
Mike 
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     Wow. Three things come to mind auto-

crossing in Texas. Heat, dust, and sun-

screen. San Antonio in June is all of the first 

two, and the third is a lifesaver. Especially 

by the third day there. 

Robert and I left early Friday morn to get 

the car teched, some practice, and set up. 

With the car ready, we both got 6 practice 

runs in. I’ve never driven his Spitfire racer in 

my life. Imagine my surprise when I was 

told I was about a second quicker than him. 

I figured he was easing into the weekend. I 

also lay claim to the first spin of the week-

end. Someone has to do it... 

One other thing about his car. I can’t use my 

right foot to brake. My leg hits the steering 

wheel if I try to, so I was forced to left foot 

brake. I’m thankfully adept at that or it 

would have been a tough weekend. Feeling 

pretty good and with the car set up, I met 

our chief rival, John Lieberman, who drives 

a 1966 Austin Mini. He also has always 

Ragtop 

                           Triumphant Triumph 

Mike Jankowski and Robert MacKenzie attended the SCCA Divisional 

Autocross in San Antonio in June. Results were pleasantly surprising… 

Mike Jankowski beaten Robert. 

We retired for the night at some friends house, and 

then were up bright and early Saturday. After 

checking everything we waited for our group’s turn. 

I was very nervous which is a good sign for me. 

Robert and john ran their first runs, then it was my 

turn as second driver of the car.  

John had the lead with a 48.920. I went out to set a 

decent time and to still get used to the car. I turned 

a 47.344. I was shocked. The rest of the day went 

the same. Robert and John lowering their times, 

then I’d go and respond. Saturday night I went to 

sleep with a lead of over  1.1 seconds. That didn’t 

help me sleep any. 

Sunday I was a nervous wreck. So much so I didn’t 

eat, my hands were shaking, and I got nauseous. I 

occupied myself by taking some blue tape and a 

pen and making my nameplate on the car. Thus 

this issue’s cover shot. Eventually we ran, Robert 

and John improving each run.  

I kept responding, each run getting faster. When 

the dust 

cleared and 

times were 

put up, I had 

won the G 

Prepared 

class by 2.028 

seconds. A 

true eternity 

in this class. 

On the way home I agreed to go to the July Divi-

sional Series finale. Also to Nationals… 
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              and another one towards the end of the weekend 

(excuse mode on) when only the fast guys competing 

for a race win were still on the track. The Lemon’s 

people decided to pull us in to tell us to go faster and/

or get stay out of the way. As a penalty for being a 

rolling roadblock they gave us poster paints and had 

us put an Alfa Romeo logo on the car. In true Lemon’s 

spirit we took a little artistic license with the logo. 

Somehow the Alpha Bumero logo wasn’t quite what 

they expected , and after rather long bull session they 

let us back on the track. Then we also had a couple of 

"hey you’re dragging something" flags, once when the 

speedometer cable came loose and later when some-

one left a set of arm restraints in the car only to have 

them fall through the jacking hole....slowly enough 

that a corner worker saw it happen. Without carpets in 

place those rubber plugs just seem to disappear.  Some 

round, metal plates will solve this problem, but driving 

without arm restraints isn’t such a good idea.  

 

Our car suffers from fuel delivery float bowl issues, 

stumbling badly coming out of turns, and it is worse 

on lefthanders. The poor old car handles so well that it 

is very noticeable to the drivers that the stock engine, 

sputtering out of corners really hurts our lap times. 

The Strombergs are going to be tossed and we'll 

replace them with some TR4 tested SU's for the future. 

We know how to work with those float bowls. The 

Lucas alternator never did work but Joe Hovey 

Ragtop 

    Lemons Report 

  The TR6 “Crap Can” Brings         

      Home an AWARD!!!!!!!   

    Lemonhead Bob explains...      

We raced our crap can TR6 in the May 

24 Hours of Lemon’s "Hooptie" at Ea-

gles Canyon in north Texas, and did so 

well that we won an AWARD! Five of 

our drivers had significant track ex-

perience, all being CVAR regulars. 

The driving team consisted of Bob and 

Greg Blake, Bob and Andrew Kramer, 

Bobby Whitehead and first time racer 

Bob Baker. With our six drivers duti-

fully driving consistent laps through 

all the mud dragged onto the track by 

lesser competitors, Mazda smoke-

screens, occasional mist and rain and 

avoiding the occasional lightening bolt 

we received the Grassroots Mo-

torsports Magazine "Most from the 

Least Award" for the best finisher in 

the crappiest car. We deserved the 

award on a couple of levels. The 

Hooptie was not well attended due to the Easter 

weekend. There were 40 or so cars and almost all of 

them were Lemon's veterans. These are the fast 

guys, serious Lemonheads with proven cars so our 

homely TR6 was one of the slowest cars out there. 

Regardless, our dependability and consistency kept 

us on the track and we hovered around the top 20 

all weekend. As for being the least, well the car 

does look crappy. You can't see all the work we put 

into it or the nice GoodParts we used in the suspen-

sion. With the rusty 1965 vintage ADDCO sway-

bars jutting out from underneath, all the body can-

cer, faded paint and decals covering sins, we could-

n’t be more proud of our Lemon’s car.  

 

Most of the time our intrepid TR6 drivers kept it 

clean and we put down remarkably consistent lap 

time throughout the team. We only got three black 

flags for being bad all weekend. Two were for spins 
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brought his "one wire" Geo Metro version from his 

race Spit and we enjoyed not 

having to swap batteries on Sunday. I’ve already 

purchased a similar alternator for future installa-

tion.  Being a typical TR6, the clutch slave got a 

little pissy as the weekend progressed, and shifting 

got harder late in the day. Power seemed to be go-

ing down too, but we continually messed with the 

timing "by ear" in a pit stop and probably got that 

wrong. 

 

The North Texas crew, Joe Hovey, Bill Collins 

and Ed Barnard did a fabulous job 

for us. With six drivers and three crew we had the 

event covered. They did a lot of 

running around, handling the fueling, set tire pres-

sures, bleeding brakes etc. Running all those laps 

ran up the fuel bill. The $4.00 a gallon gas ran 

pretty quickly through our TR6 at “quasi” race 

speeds. The North Texas crew will all be driving 

in the Dec Lemon's race at Eagles Canyon along 

with Hooptie driver Bobby Whitehead.  Bobby, 

the “Pawn Star of CVAR” not only regaled us with 

his singing and guitar playing Saturday night he 

sponsored much of the team’s cost for this week-

end. I would be remiss if I didn’t mention that 

Bobby's singing was so good that he was drawing 

in drunken paddock rat/groupies from all over the 

garage area to drool in our pit! 
 

The success that The North Texas team achieved 

could not have been possible without the work put 

Ragtop 

in by the Sherlock Homeboyz, V.1 who built the car and 

sorted out the details in the first Lemon’s race. Some of 

those guys will race again in the October event at Mo-

torsports Ranch near Houston. Thanks to Grassroots 

Motorsports (and Classic Motorsports) publisher and 

TR3 and GT6 racer Tim Suddard for the nice plaque. 

We earned and deserved it! We love the way Tim sup-

ports Triumphs and racing in general. It is quite an 

honor to take one of those home in a TR6, and I think 

it is appropriate to make Tim an honorary Homeboy. 
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My First Visit to the Glen 
 

                   Rick Jankowski 

 

It was a cold, dark rainy day when I pointed my ’59 TR

-3A towards Watkins Glen, NY, on Rt. 17.  The trek 

started from Cold Spring, NY, on Saturday, October 

17, 1959.  I was accompanied by my good friend, Bill 

Scheel, who worked for Alfred Momo at the Briggs 

Cunningham Jaguar Dealership in Queens, NY. 

Route 17 was very different in those days.  For the 

most part, it was a two-lane macadam road winding 

through the Catskill Mountains and many small vil-

lages.  At least we could eat and gas up! 

 

As is usual for two guys just in the beginning of their 

twenties, we decided to camp at the track (it was 

free).  Camp was set up at the top of the downhill, right 

next to the fence.  Our equipment consisted of an old 

Army pup tent and two very old Army sleeping 

bags.  Before retiring for the night, we decided to head 

into town to get a bite to eat.  The rain had stopped, but 

the windshield was frosted on both sides, so I wiped the 

moisture off the windshield in and out and left the cloth 

in the passenger foot well.  After eating, we returned to 

our tent for the night.  

 

It was quite cold, so we slept with all our clothes on, 

including heavy jackets, gloves, and ski hats.  It was 

cold!  How cold was it?  The cloth I had used to wipe 

the windshield was stiff as a board and frozen to the 

rubber floor mat.  Yes, it was cold! (Look at the accom-

panying photo, and you can see the parka on the flag-

man waving the checkered flag- Ed.) 

 

It was no longer raining in the morning, but was cloudy 

and cold.  The trip was made for one reason and that 

was to see Stirling Moss.  The race started and here 

comes a Formula 1 Cooper Climax in the middle of the 

pack.  The next time around, the lime green (with 

some red) Cooper was leading the pack.  Moss was 

never out of the lead again.  Wow!  Could he drive! 

It was the only time I ever saw Moss drive.  The 

cold was numbing, but it was worth it! 

 

An interesting footnote to this story: many claim the 

Cooper Moss drove was yellow, yet those who were 

there (including my father who wrote this) insist it was 

lime green. I decided to dig up all the photos in color I 

could, and posted a query on two forums, one here and 

one in Europe. Those who were there all say limeish 

green. Those not there and going on period photos claim 

yellow.  

 

The most plausible explanation is something I posted 

and many agree with, the pictures that have been 

scanned faded with age, as a lime green is a pigment that 

will turn to yellow on old photo paper. You be the 

judge, but the best period picture I have found is posted 

here.  

Mike 
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           Cars and Coffee 

              Leander, TX 

First Sunday of every month. 

                    11am to 1pm  

 Come join other vintage and current car  

enthusiasts in Leander. A laid back, approach-

able group of people who all love cars. Bring a 

cooler, chair, and enjoy a Sunday morning 

with old friends, and make some new ones. 

 

     See you there!!!!!!! 

Ragtop 

           Milestone Mileage     

It has been pointed out to me that Art Graves has 

turned 300,000 miles on his 1 owner TR6! Well 

done!!!  

Kind of makes the 19,000 miles I’ve covered in 

my Spitfire since Mid March of 2010 kind of pal-

try, doesn’t it? Impressive showing, Art! 
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It's time for HTC members to rediscover Art's yard before American Hoarders does.  

He has 3 Spridgets, 3 Spitfires, 3 Triumph Heralds, Singers, Humbers, XKEs, a TR6, a 

TR3 and More.  There are huge piles, (actually small barns), of extra parts.  It's time 

that Art admits that there are three times more projects than he will ever finish or 

drive.  About half the cars need new homes.  Some of these autos are in terrible to hor-

rid condition and can scare the wrench out of your hand to look at, and some could be 

your dream car with a little love and elbow grease. Reasonable offers are going to be 

accepted from members that might want to buy a project.    

Please contact Art Schoenig at artschoenigco@sbcglobal.net for an appointment. 

          HCTC Classifieds  

Ragtop 
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I'm looking for a TR6.  

Must have little or no rust and be in pretty good shape.  

If you have a car or know of one that may be available, please email me at: 

jicenhower@yahoo.com 

 

FOR SALE: 

•1963 TR-4 Restoration in progress, Rebuilt Engine, lots of 

new parts $3800.00 obo 

Contact Don Couch for more info (512)-680-3540 

FOR SALE: 

Spif up that Spitfire with a pair of 1972 GT6 High Back Seats. $150 

Contact Richard @ (512) 413-11 

1971 GT6 FOR SALE: 

90% restored, needs to find a loving home, $4000, 

 Allen Monroe 512-786-9570  
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FOR SALE: 74' TR6 basically a stock looking TR6-very clean 

5,500 miles Mimosa w/ Chestnut interior (paint job approx. 3 years old) rust free 

Strong engine (Ron Harrison just replaced the clutch & a few other items listed below) 

•new red (Hella style) horns •fairly new top (~2 yrs old) 

•brake master cylinder (2 yrs old) •windshield (2 yrs old) 

•new clutch slave cyliner •approx. 30K miles of tread left of Michelin Redlines 

asking $13,200 ($12,500 w/out the new leather Miata seats) 

Questions, call Jim Wells @ 254-780-1464 

email: jimanddiana@clearwire.net 

1978 SPITFIRE CONVERTIBLE FOR SALE - $4750. (San Antonio) 

****Price Reduced(Was $5750.)****New upholstery and c/v top. 

4spd.,no rust,orig. brown paint .Rebuilt weber carb.,headers. 

New plugs,cap,rotor,back brakes,belt,hose and u-joint. 

Licensed and inspected.94000 miles.Excellent investment, 

Call Mike @210-744-6453 for more details and pictures. 

FOR SALE: TR3 With reluctance, Anndel is putting her TR3 on the market. This was a complete 

ground up restoration, overdrive transmission. 

Andy Home 713-975-0098 Cell 832-372-9804 

1980 Triumph TR7: 61,000 miles, new top, new tonneau, Crane electronic ignition, Crane coil, 

mannual choke, electric fuel pump, electric fan with adjustable thermostat, all gauges work (even the 

clock), 

halogen headlights, workshop manual, car cover, licensed and insured, good tires. Super reliable! 

$5500. 

If you desire pictures, or have other questions, please contact me. 

Rick Jankowski 

(843) 705-7243 

Ragtop 
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FOR SALE: 74 TR6 seats, decent condition black vinyl. $250 

TR6 wheels with worn redlines, good hubcaps and trim rings. Small dents in a couple of the wheels. 

$250 

Will sell both for $450 OBO. Andy Reed 303.478.5658 

 

                          Car related classified ads are free to Members and will run for three 

                           months unless otherwise instructed. Non-Members ads are $5.00 

                                                                  Contact editor for other ads. 

                            Don’t forget, back issues of The Ragtop  

                                are available on our website: 

      http://www.hillcountrytriumphclub.org/newsletters.php 

Ragtop 

As I was cleaning my basement, I came across four perfect vintage pannasport rims I bought for the 1976 Spitfire. ( they are period 

correct and beautiful ). Also, I have other parts from that car. Here is a list. 

Two chrome euro front bumpers, both original completely redone seats, wiring harness, all lights, all gauges, both completely     

repainted( in white) perfect doors, perfect redone bonnet, brand new gas tank, sporty English steering wheel with adapter, original 

steering wheel, new carpet, one extra 5th speed overdrive adapter to tranny, boot, the perfect original soft dash pad, 2 hard tops, 

rear euro bumper, front and rear original US bumpers, period correct radios -two, wiring diagram for car laminated, ragtop & frame 

both perfect door mirrors perfect in aluminum, original map light and perfect replacement, Headers, muffler and pipes from header 

to exhaust, header tape, head lights, body rubber and seals, rear view mirror, and etc. 

You get the idea! I have my cost for all the replacements. I'll sell to a club member before I list them on Ebay if you so desire. 

Thanks, Edward 

egordon1@austin.rr.com 


